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;~;::~ ~Y V ate on War Powers B·ill Scheduled This Week

I

WASHINGTON (UPI)- With
bloody fighting :raging in South
Vietnam, the Senate scheduled a
key vote this week on a war
powers bill that would in general
require . a president to obtain
congn~ssional consent before
sending American troops into
foreign conflict.
Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield predicted failure for an
attempt to kill the measure by
sending it to the Judiciary
Committee which Monday resumes
politically explosive hearings on the
nomination of Richard G.
Kleindiel)st to be attorney general.
Despite stepped..up American air
and naval support for the South
Vietnamese Army; Mansfield said
he did not believe the intense
fighting was having any effect on
the war powers debate,
HAn offensive works both ways,"

Mansfield told· reporters during the.
weekend. "Both sides are killing,
both sides are creating refugees,
both sides are creating orphans.'~
A vote is set for Tuesday at 2
p.m. EST on whether to refer the
bill to the Judiciary Committee. It
is a compromise measure providing
that under circumstances :requiring
swift U.S. military response, a
president could commit trooprbut
no longer than 30 days without
congressional approval.
The ITT hearings head into their
final two weeks with Rep. Bob
Wilson ( R-Calif.) the leadoff
witness Monday as th~ ·'Judiciary'
Committee investigation continues
into the company's pledge to
subsidize the GOP National
Convention.
Wilson, chairman of the
Republican Congressional

Campaign Committee, represents
San Diego, which will host the
convention in August. He said in an
interview that ITT pledged
$400;000, while company President
Harold Geneen testified that ITT
pledged $200,000.

In other action, the Senate
Commerce Committee meets this
week to consider a national no-fault.
insurance bUl and senate hearings
begin on the adequacy of school
breakfast programs aimed at giving
poor y~ungsters a nutritional stru:t
in the morning.
~ The ~House. returns to.a.,:wutine
business calendar afte}:' an ll·day
Easter recess. Major bilis to be
voted on include a $55.9 million
authorization for the maritime
admL'listration and $141.8 million
for Coast Guard ships, planes and
installations.

The House Ways and Means
Committee is expected to complete
action on a bill to share $3.5 billion
a year for five years with local
governments and $1.8 billion a year
with state governments.
The House Inte:tior Committee
begins a full~scale study Monday of
the nation's energy needs over the
ne~t 15 years. Witnesses include
spokesmen for gover.lment
agencies, industry, .consumer and
environment groups.
The House Agriculture
Committee scheduled hearings
starting Monday on beef prices and
.the Ways and Means Committee
called witnesses the same
day-including former Sen. Eugene
J. McCarthy (D~Minn.)) and actress
Gloria Swanson-to hear testimony
on tax treatment of single persons
and husba.11ds and wives who both
work.

ASUNM Elections Regulations Ruled Unconstitutional
Both Rules Expected to Remain in Effect
Although two regulations being
Uf!ed in the April ASUNM
elections wete :ruled
unconstitutional Friday by the
ASUNM attorney general~ both
are expected to remain in effect,
Attorney General Jerry Herrera
ruled a two·day election, and not
drawing for ballot positions were
unconstitutional. However, he
held a computer ballQt would be

cpnstitutional.
The opinion was sought by vice

they wouldn't have to draw
because the computerization
would auure the candidates
would be in random order anyway
on the ballot. u
White continued to disagree
with the opinion of
uncon$titutionality of a two·day
electio>l. "It's goQd to have a
l.:lroader base of voters. In fact, the
commission. wa.s going to hold a
one-day elecJ;ioA,. •ncl th.-y

changed it to two days at my
presidential candidate Glenn specific request. u
Fishbin.e.
This year, the Commission bas
Ken White, ASUNM President, decided to do away with a
confirmed that all of these mandatory meeting, but a meeting
practices will be used in the of the candidates is tentatively set
election. "I told the (Elections) for April 14 1 said White. "We're
Committ~~ that they should draw not sure yet when or where, u he
for ballot positions, but it wun~t said.
done in the past. In fact. it wu
Mike Mettill, chairman of the
just done last year. They decided Commission, was unavailable for

comm1;mt.

Fishbine said options open to
him ·:w.ould include "dropping
from the race or possibly
postponing the election."
·
White said he himself would be
researching the opinion,
Fishbine said he was ucutious
about the drawing ot ballot
positions because in my
experience it is rather customary
to dl1lw!•
Herrera said not only ii it
unconstitutional not to draw, but
is un~thical "becau~Se of the
inequalify in giving everyone a
chanc:e to draw for f'a\'orable
positions.,,
"Furthetmor~,u Herrera
continued, " i t is not
unco natitutional to use a
computeri~ed system but the c:ost
of an election utilizing this

Disneyland-'A ·Passport to Adventure'
Southern California's mad
merry-go-round of tun and instant
recreation reaches its ecstatic
glories in Anaheim where Walt
Disney spent millions of dollars
ere<lting his great fantasy land.
Disneyland re~visited is not the
same Oisneyland of :;cuthft~t
memories. The shock begins upon.
entering the parking area and
paying the ufty cent fee to be
allowed to put your humble
vehicle in the Disney lot.
"Thank you sir,'' the
blue·unifotmed attendant smiles.
"Please proceed to section H tbw

small·towness recalling an era that
never existed tor most Americans
but was created by Hollywood to
release the frustrations of frantic
city-dwellers in remembering the
"Good Old Days}' Fire engines,
the joint Santa Fe and Disneyland
Railroad, and horseless carriages
serve to recreate the :l.tmll!ph~>r(!,
Lincoln
An interestittg bit of American
technological prowess is contained

7.u

With a sigh of relief in realb:h1g
that 18 letters and countlEss rows
are still oo arrive after me~ Walt
Disney Enterprises makes another
half-buck.
Soul*Seru:ching
Modern living comes easy in
California as th~ silent electric
tram whisks you to the ticket
gates without charge. Here the fun
begins.
A mind~boggling array ot·
various ticket combinations are
available. Although it is most
difficult to enjoy oneself a full15
rides worth; and although most
people leave Disneyland with sor~
feet and ha1f a book bf ·tickets
left, the smilirtg uniformed girls
recommend the el'<p(msive book
and it is most often bought.
After going through the
soul·searching ritual of selE!etion
and the untidy busine$5 of an
actual eash transactiort which has
rto real place in the world of
fantasy, Main Street~ Disneyland,
USA.....Calitornia branch-opens up
before you.
ThE> world of Main Street is
splendid in its~ glory oi American

tot thi.! show, "America the
BeautifuiH h played as
background music, to appease the
waiting hordes with its patriotic
strains.
"Danger springs from amongst
usj not from abroad," Lincoln
proclaim$ after the curtain opens.
Th~> 1'cientists have done their jobs
well iA ~reating Hone.!St Abe, who
i$ so 11ealistic small children .~gin
to cry at his appearance. The ,only
gi\le•away that he is a robot and
not a: re~l flesh and blood man is a
constant rate of eye blinking that
c:lick and :clatter as they open and
close,
Implications of this machine
are vast and terrifying. Scientists
in the aero•space industry are
pre•ently working on the
development of cheap robots to
be used as learning aides itt the
school systems.
Conrorming with the ancient
belief that the best things in lite
are free, Di<m<lslund, with t!t-:> hPJp
o£ various commercial concerns,
shows its b~st side itt providing
free ente:rtaintrtent.
The llell System$ of Atrtetica
have a fantastic display contained
in their 360 degree circle-vision
thNttre. Crowds arc taken on a
tour
the country by means of a
movie presented itt the round on
nine screens. People stand in the
middle of the cinema and are
subjected to a beautiful
panoramic view of the $<!(mery
and sights that · have fascinated
tourists for years,
Even hete, people are not free
of the commercial brainwashing
that they are subjected to in their
e"ety day lives. Bell has managed
to sMak in a few plugs fot their
telephottes during the movie.

or

itt the "Great Moments with Mr.

Linc~:>ln'' e)(hibition. A crowd is
herded into a theatre like so many
cattle being led to market by the
same smiling faees of the
Disneyland <:rew. Aut~:>matic
doors are split·second irt their
openings and closings allowing the
maximum flow ot people in and
out of the arena.
While ths crowd eagerly waits

method could very well prove to
be more expensive and
cumbersonte as compared to a
paper ballot or voting machine
election."
Fit~hbine said he himself was a
''good programmer. I'm not aure
such a program could safeguatd
voting any more than a paper
ballot."
After the Daily Lobo reft,tsed to
let Fi.shbine review or edit this

story~

prior to publication 1
Fishbinc said 41! know you don't
have a recording of this
conversation because l couldn't
hear the ~beep' (for telephone
reeoxding). I'm going to deny
everything I said. I retract it all. n
Ab~o xunning for the ASUNM
vice presidency ate David Bruer,
Jerry Buckner, Jamos Davis, Jerry
Herrera, Anthony Sil'Va and Robin

Tawney.

Candidate Platforms Due
Candidate statements from

Statements from candidates for
the two top p~:>sitions should be
no longer than 350 words. Senate
candidate's statements .sh~:>uld be
no lortger than 250 words. We
reserve the right to cut any
statements longer than the
ItUtXimum.
Statements submitted by
~alitions may be as long as the
combined word allotment tor all

the candidates in the group.
Statements should be typed,
double spaced, and should include
the name1 addre&ll and phone
number ot the candidate.
Candidates who wish to submit
pictures should reduce the length
of their statements by about half,
All pictures should be black and
white gloasies. with the
candidate•s name on the back.
Statements may be either
mailed to. or dropped off at the
Daily Lobo otficea in the
journalim building on the corner
of Yale and Central, room 158.

ln the free Carousel ot ~rbgtess
sportsored by General Eleetrics
patrons are subjected to robots
that span various hit;toricul
periods of our modern
technologic!ll development.
As the audienee is seated, their
whole world becomes df!fined in ·
terms of uewer and better
elcctiuuif! gadgets !or the home.
We are asked to be ~nthraHed that
today's refrig~rator makes faster
and claaner ice <:ubes than that of
10 yeats ago. The whole sl1ow is
accompanied by . a catchy tune
that can be heard being hummed
by tbttten~d leisure tans as they
exit from the display.

Coupl~d with the utter baseness
and demeaning quality of th~
whole fantasy flair~ there is also
the good to be found.
ln Fronti~rland, Pepsi·Cola
presents the Golden Horseshoe
Rnue which is an hour of good
entertainment put on in the style
or the ~loons or the wild west.
Dancing girls with purple
pettic::oat!i, Mmediuns with Irish
brogues, and even a Jewish
com~dian from the Broitx
combine to put together an hour
or sheer pleasure,
ccwith a Yb Ho Ho and a: bottle
of rum;" and guns flaming under
(Pleasetutn w page 4)

ASUNM senate, president and vice
president candidates will b~
accepted through April 16 at 3

p.m.

New Mexico

DAILY

'White Trash'
.Signed by PEG

Lo·ac

Edgar Winter's White Ttash will

be J)Jayipg at the Ten Yeat'li After

concert Apr. 23, p r o m o t e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " ' " " '
Leonard Levy announced at ·r
Saturday's Popular :Entertainmellt
Committee (PEC) meeting,
Levy said lte doesn't yet know
who will be performing with Joe
Cocker this Friday 11t University
Arena. Tom Hogg, who ove.rsee&
the University's pop111ar
entertainment ticket agency,
announced Eric Burdon would be
at the Cocker concert but not M a
performer. He said Burdon's
sec~etary called last week from
Los Angeles and requested two
tickets J:,e reserved for tbe former
Animal.
PEC Chairman Ross Petkal
announced the concert by Leo
Kottke hM b~en coufh:med for
Apr. 29 in the Union Ballroom.
Admission will be $1.50 for
everyone.

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

editorial

Recycling Every Day Question
Today four recycling units are to be set
up on campus to handle iron, aluminum,
glass and paper.
Any· money made from the sale of the
recyclable items will go into the Ecology
Center or scholarships the project sponsors
say.
.
The collection units will be valuable in
themselves and we urge all members of the
University community to bring in their
recyclable items.
But, more importantly, the units, large,
bulky and prominent will be a constant,
visible l:eminder that the problems of

bringing technology and human needs into
harmony with the environment must be
considered a daily part of our lives.
A single drive to save a park, or a
wilderness area, while impo.rtant, will be less
important in the long run than lessening our
demands for convenience products, excess
packaging and processed goods.
Recycling deals with products we use
every day, aluminum cans, glal:IS i'eams of
paper goods. Our economy is a consumer's
dream going b&serk. The recycling units
should be a constant "con!;<lience,'' prodding·
us to consume less.

bema......___
Hard Times Eulogized
By DEANNE STILLMAN
Formerly or the liard Times
The Hard Times is dead. It did
not die quickly; its death was slow
and merciless, like watching a
good friend die of cancer. The
newspaper was financially
faltering, but you pretended it
would never die, hoping somllone,
anyone, would blow some life
back into it. But no one did.
And now, as Phil Ochs wrote,
you wonder, who, outside ut a
small circle of friends, will cate?
or course you like to think
everyone will eare, and in your
most extravagant fantasiP.s, you
like to think there will be a
heart·rending mru;z demonstration
outside the Hard Times office,
with people clamoring for its

resurrection.
But this will never happen,
because the Hard Times was not
accepted as vital to the
community, and now people will
live without it.
Tlie Hard Times is pattly at
fault. No one likes an amateur,
and the Hard Times was
occasionally unprofe$Sional. It did
not always appear regularly, the
staff was noted for lackluster
attempts to meet deadlines, and
people did not always know
".\'he~e to buy it. There weren't
enough street vendors, the price
fluctuated, and certain advertisers
owed and still owe much money.
The Hard Times died bankrupt.
Nevertheless, the Hard Times
was not a fly-by-night, right on,
off the pigs underground, and it
did not pander to an audience

W,. would Iiko to extend our
congratulations to all those
persons involved in planning the
tar pit between the library and the
Union. A special note o£ thanks to
tl1e Regents whose mistakes we, as
users of this institution, must llV(l
with.
Also deserving or mention nrc
GSA and ASUNM for their
environmental concern in allowing
tho constl'uction of a solar furnace
outside their front door.
As u fitting celebration of the
completion of this lntest travesty.
we suggest a biU.'efoot luncheon in
the sinkhole. Black suits will be
requited of the Regonts.
Arthur Wakellllln
''m Sudbury
•'.ecky Cummings

Untrue, Untrue

I would like to comment on the
Bema by James Goldsmith in
Friday's March 24 Daily Lobo.
Page 2

By Carolyn Babb
Q. Who is building that new sidewalk just west of the
journalism building? And why? It's a totally useless walk
since the only reason any pedestrian traffic goes that way is
because of the fencing around that new builqing
construction. When the fence comes down people can walk
down Terrace like they used to. Why build the walk that
won't be used once the fence comes down? C. E.
A. University Architect Van Dom Hooker, said the
Physical Plant is building the walk to tcy to provide people
with a place to walk.
"We did a pretty careful analysis of the situation and don't
think people use Terrace,'' Hooker said," The grass is in
pretty bad shape west of the journalism building from
pedestrian traffic and volleyball games." People take the
shortest path, and it's usually diagonally, he said, just where
the walk is being paved.
..
The project wasn't done without study and that study
indicated that this was the way people wanted to walk,
Hooker said.
Q. Does any dept4"tment or office of the Universlty :release
or sell massive lists Qf student names, addresses,
identification, and other information? If so, is it legal? What
about our rights to privacy? I'm convinced that such a
practice has been the cause of much "junk" mail we have
received over the past few years. K. A.
A. The University is concerned about students' privacy.
Olga Gandau 1 assistant dean of students, said, "We're about
the only office that •.vould hand out infQrmation on students
and we do so only on an emergency basis. The in:foxmatibn is
confidential and we definitely do not give it out without a
valid reason." The office would not release this information
for junk mail, "something we oppose/' she said.
There is a possibility that your "junk" mailers took the
information on students-names, addresses, and class
year-aut of the student directory, however that doesn't
explain how they got your student ID number. Christopher
Eng, assistant registrar~ said he was personally disturbed by
membel'S of the faculty who hang up sheets of student names

who tn(lrely wanted opinion
reinforcement. The Hard Times
was a for real, honest attempt at
advocacy journalism, at analytic
non•peripheral reporting, and at
local media criticism, good and
bad. It was truly an. altP.rnative
newspaper, a paper that saw the
fallacy in so·called objective
repo~ting, a paper that refused to
give the people what they want, a
paper whose profit motive was
secondary to its desire fo educate.
Albuquerque, apparently, was not
ready for the Hard Times.
From a . ftnancial standpoint,
the loss of the Hard Times is
tolerable, but community reaction
to its death is disheartening. You
can always tell yourself that poor
business maneuvers and bad luck
killed it, huL !h~.Jre',;, alwllys part of
you asking, "Does anyone care?"

letters. . ,
Thanks, Cr.lvin

The Source

True, the birthrate in the an area. While an individual may
United States and several other directly cause no $ignificant
indus~riali:t:ed notions has d~>dined
pollution dudng his lifetime, the
since the mid 1950's. :However, industries and machines which
until the birthrate falls below the collectively maintain his standard
necessary for zero population or living do pollute, heavily. Every
growth the total population of a additional human being increases
nati.on will continue to increase. this pollution when he becomes a
Current projections indicate a consumer. The earth is for man's
doubling of the UnHed States' use provided he can leave it in
population in only 70 yeats. This habitable condition for other
is 75 million more people in the forms of life and future
next 30 yeats alone. Further, the generations. The men who "prefer
crisis in world population will sprawling suburbs to sterile
directly effect the United States mesas" threaten our chance to use
despite our relatively low the t!arth construdively.
birthrate. Legislation to slow this
I fail to understand why Mr.
senseless proliferation by limiting Goldsmith chooses to make a
the sizl' of families wouldn't be distinction between ecology and
called an alarmist tactic at this urban problems.. Unem}'lloyment
point.
and slums are as much a concern
Mr. Goldsmith states, of ecology as dean air and trees.
" ••• people are not pollution. The Certainly neglecting the
earth .is for man's use.'' No, 'environment to concentrate solely
people are not pollution, but on urban problems would be
pollution is ditectly proportional shortsightad and eventuaiiy fatal.
to the number o£ people living in Donald J. Porter

and ID numbers. This practice could be a source of ID
numbers.
Q. When will the cards be sent out that students send back
in if they are going to summer school? Does everybody get
them? P. C.
A. The cards might be sent out sometime next week. They
are sent out to all students currently enrolled at DNM this
semester. Christopher Eng, assistant registrar, said the actual
date depends upon the computer scheduling and when they
can get around to it.
Q. There were some pirlk notices put up around campus
about a demonstration at the Air Force Recruiting Office
Monday. What can you find out about the Special Weapon,
Kirtland GI's against the war that are helping to sponsor it?
W.J.
A. The organization was started last October by
co-founders Robin Reed and Craig Simpson. They state the
purpose of their group is to educate GI's who are getting
''shafted," to give a voice to the GI movement, and to let
GI's know they have every right a civilian has-except a few,
and those can be bent.
The Kirtland GI's Against the War publish a free
newspaper called Special Weapon, distributed mainly on base.
Simpson said their e££ort is part o£ a national mov~ment
~hose conce~tration in the past has been on Army bases, but
lS now on All' Force bases. "And with the step-up in the air
war in Vietnam, their group has been gaining more support "
Reed said.
'
The co·founders said their group is funded by United
Serviceman's Fund and by private donations.
Q. When is the deadline for submitting changes to the
new, 1973 telephone book'? F. S.
A. A very friendly, anonymous opc:::ator with the
telephone company said the deadline would be around the
middle of September.

(AU questions should be directed to The Source c/o The
Lobot P.O. Box 20 University of New Mexico, 87106' or
dropped in The Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east
door of the Union. Please inelude your name, address and
telephone number, although only initials will be used in the
column. Questions will not be answered by mail).
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CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Nutritional Rewards
Ad<llle Davis, one of the
COlintry'!! best known nutritionists
will speak on ''The Rewards of
Nutrition" April 13 at 8 p.m. in
Union Ballroom. ASUNM and
University of Albuquerque
stt~dents, faculty and staff will be
admitted free, n<m·stlldents will
be charged $1.

Enlightenment
Joseph Sen Wu associate
professor of philosophy at
Sacramento State Collt1ge will
speak April 14 at 3;30 p.m. in the
Kiva,
.

Mechanical Engineeriltg Movie
"L;:md Use Planning" will be
shown April 10 at 7:30 p.m. in
room 102 or the me()hanical
engineering building.

Zoll Speaks
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Donald A. Zoll professor of

politJc.U

>~cience

at Arizona State

University will speak April 11, at
8 p.m. in Kiva on "Liberalism: the
Failure o£ Nerve.''

GSACMeets

GSAC will meet tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the Coffe~house of the
Union. Se'/eral trnvel allocations
will be considered as well as the
bill on GSA decentralization, the
interdisciplinary reb'eat, and the
resolution concerning the
mandatory athletic fee.

Legalizing Grass
The Committee to Legalize
Marijuana will hold a brief
meeting on April 12 at 4 p.m. in
the Honors Center (southwest
corner of Zimmerman Library).
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If you're planning to go to Europe this summer,

don't be surprised if you find yourself sleeping in
an uncomfortable place.
With more students than ever planning to take
advantage of low airfares, decent sleeping accommodations are going to be tough to get.
Not that back-packing it isn't fun, But after a
while the ground starts getting kind of hard.
You could play it safe and make reservations
long in advance. But that can take all the fun out
of traveling, since you may want to stay longer in
one place, less in another, or change your plans
altogether.
T'nat's why TWA has rome out with Stutelpass~
For only $4.80 a day, you get a decent place to
sleep, continental breakfasts, tour discounts,
mail-drop services and more.
Stutelpass works like this.
When you purchase your TWA tickets, you can
also purchase the Stu tel pass for 20, 40, or 60 days.
At only $4.80 a day.
The Stutelpass booklet contains 20 vouchers,
which can be used every day or every few days.
In any 50 cities serviced by Stutelpass. If you
don't use them all, just return them for a refund.
All you have to do in Europe is either phone or
visit any one of 12 Stutelpass offices before 3 PM.
11>11 them where you want to go and they'll arrange
everything.
When you get to the guesthouse or student
hotel, just hand them the voucher.

There's nothing more to do.
No taxes to pay.
No service charges to pay.
No advance reservations to make.
. And f~r every 20 vouchers you buy TWA throws
m 6 speCial vouchers. Which can be used for
tickets to a play in London. the use of a bicycle
in Amsterdam, tickets to a bullfight in Spain, a
three-course meal in Venice. tickets to the Olympia
Music Hall in Paris, a smorgasbord luncheon
in Copenhagen and more.
All this for $4.80 a dav.
TWA's Stutelpass. •
Now you don't have to worry about finding a
decent place to sleep.
'Stut<>lpass is .a &rvi<'<!' mark tl\\11Cd cl!dusi\'cfy

b>· T\\:1\,

r ;;:;AS£ S;;;D;; ,;;R;;-NmR..M'ta~ l
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STUTELPASS.

I

TWA. P.O. Box 876 1

I<,arJrnin:frdalle, N.Y. 11735

I
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City

State.~-·~---~Zip
My '!ravel Agent is-~ .. ·-·-
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HAMBURGER
in town
Henry's Drive·ln
1 16 Central 9 am to 1I am
1tl1111l1111ilittutllltltbt1Wtltlt~llllilflllbl-..rtl-l'llltftftiiMII

Mc:iuday, A.pri! !0, :!97.2
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THIS YEAR TWA OFFERS STUTELPASS.
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Madrid Named Pro/ess.ot,
Conductor of Orchestra

---~~
'

•

~

Max Madrid has been named an
associate professor of music at
UNM beginning the 1972·73
academic year.
He also will serve al' conductor
of the UNM Orchestra, replacing
Kurt Frederick who is retiring
after 30 years as conductor.
Madrid, presently chairman of
thl:! department of music at
Al;apahoe Community College and
conductor of thll Arapahoe
Chamber Orchestra in Engle·wood,
Colo., also will teach classes and
serve as conductor of the UNM
Chamber Orchestra.
A native of La Junta, Colo., the
43-yeru:-old Madrid also served as
chairman of the Department of
Music for Crowder College in
Neosho, Mo.
He has been with the Tularosa,
N.M:. and Marshall, Tex, public

''1 + 1"
~in

(Spindizzy/Z 31038)
Who sez America ain't the land
of opportunity? Why, not more
than a year ago, this skinny little
punk of a kid walked into Neil
Young's dressing room carrying a
guitar, planted himself in front of
the superstar, and demandlld
Young listen to some songs he had
written. Seeing that he really
.didn't have much choice in the
matter, he listened. And he liked
what he heard, so be called up his
manager and told him about the
kid.
Then he told the kid that he
could get some gigs if he'd move glad to put him up. The kid did,
out to California, and that he'd be and pretty soon he was part of the
Neil Young/Crazy Horse axis. But
he got homesick for Baltimore,
where the whole story began, and
decided to move back there. With
offers of a recording qontract still
ringing in his ears, he went back
home to his band,
Pro At 19
It wasn't easy to shake off the
record people, though-he was so
good that t.h.ey kept after him to
come back-and finally he found a
deal he Liked, The band packed
up, went to California, and made
n record. It got good reviews when
FR~MES
it got reviewed, but it didn't sell
(tremendous selection)
particularly well. No matter, they
Tinted Lenses
tried again, and this one is even
better, Now it looks like the kid,
Sun Glasses
Lofgren, at the ripe old age of
Nils
Photo Grey
19,
will
become a rock and roU
Lenses
star, and that's just what he
wanted, in fact.
It looks like people will start
buying his band's records, too.
· They're called Grin, and you'll
really have faith in the future of
rock and roll when you listen to
their latest, "1 + 1.'' lt's got a
rockin' side and a dreamy side,
just like the old rock and roll
255..8282
records, so you can take it to a
tA~rty (does anybody take tecords
to parties anymore?), and, like
MAKE MONEY NOW! you might expect, the preamy
People can solve their probside's dreamy:, full of songs about
lems by changing their attilove and los£ love (I mean, who
tudes· (self-acting thinking
couldn't relate to "Lost A
habits). Sell high professional
Number," which is about a guy
motivational and self-improvemeeting the girl of his dreams and
ment tape cassettes. They conshe even gives him her phone
dition the subconscious (habit
number, but he loses it!!!), and
and creative mind) for happithe ~:ockin' side's full of mean,
ness and success. Repetition
biting rock numbers, Really and
with induced "deep relaxation"
truly, Grin is one of those bands
docs it! Only kind on the mar·
that's gonna be around for awhile,
ket. Nationally advertised.
and I think you should look for
Wide acceptance. 20 subjects
their records.
(they btlng a new wny of life)
r,
at $20. ea. sold on a 60 day
money back guarantee of satisfaction (defective cassettes
rcplnccable free within one
year). RepreMntativcs wantt\d.
40% commission. No investment, Special student two cas2004 Central S.E
settes package $20 ppd. (I.
Pizza
Successful Study Habits 2.
Exams are Easy), Send today
spaghetti
stamped, addressed business
envelope for full details.
Italian Food
ACHIEVEMENT MOTiVATFREE DELIVERY
ORS, 210 Fifth Avenue, Suite
242-8413
1102·17-New York 10010.
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Donald A. Zoll, conservative
inteilectual wi11 speak on
"Liberalism: the Failure of
Nerve" Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Kiva. He is the author of "Reason
and Rebellion" and "The
Twentieth Century Mind" as well
as associate professor of political
science at Arizona State
University.

OurManZoll

Weapons Treaty Signed
WASHINGTON (UPI)- About
~

Cocker & Back-up

80 nations, including the United

*

British vocalist Joe Cocker (lower right) wiD perform in
concert this Friday at University Arena, backed by former
members of Juicy Lucy and the Grease Band, shown with him
above. An opening act has not yet been announced. Tickets are
$4 for UNM students with ID (available only at the Union ticket
office) and $5 for general pubJie, available at Gold Sb:eet Circus,
Reidlings, and the T!)tem Pole.
This is the last filler the Daily
Lobo has. Any fillers found in this
• •
paper after today will not be
much lighter wallet and a heavy legitimate. (Managing Editor
heart as they say good·bye to the hisself.)
land of fun.
As the ticket book tells you,
"Your passport to many
wonderful adventures in the
Happiest Place on Earth."
Probably not an over·statement
but a modest comment upon the
state of affairs of the present
world.
So as we say good-bye to the
land where the sun never sets,
weary and content, who should be
found vandalizing the parking lot
but Mickey Mouse himself,
with tomato, pickle,,
accompanied by a whole band of
tnusfard, onions
gleeful Musketeers out on an
afternoon's lark.

Di8neyland Visit .
(Continued from page 1)
the flag of the skull and bones,
waiting crowds are carried
through the magical land of the
"Pirates of The Carribean."
Bears

This incredible 15 minute ride
takes you through the heart of the
romantic and often bloody world
of those wily devils that raided
the high seas in centuries past.
Screams of agony, murder, and
assorted rapes, battles and death,
accompany the amazed sailor as
he floats by the exhibit. Again,
Disney technology triumphs in
recreating a scene designed to
send chills up the spiile of even
the most hearty old salt.
For those who thiilk that
Disneyland is static fun-land that
never changes, the latest
enterprise of all, The Country
Bear Jamboree musL be seen.
Bears of all sizes and shapes,
animated in the most realistic
manner, rise from the depths of a
stage to perform a show of
country music that would delight
the most hardened fan of the
Grand Ole Opry.
Disneyland remains the most
incredible spot in Los Angeles.
The flocks or visitors leave with n

States, the Soviet Union and
Great Britain, will sign a treaty
Monday banning biological and
toxic weapons at ceremonies in
Washington, London and Moscow.
President Nixc;>IJ. is , expected to
att~nd the Washington c~rcmony
at the State Department.
The 15·article convention was
negotiated during the last several
years at the conference of the
Committee on Disarmament in
Geneva. The U.N. General
Assembly endorsed the pact on
Dec • 1 6 , l 9 7 l, by an
overwhelming vote of 110 to 0
with one abstention.
France, which has never taken
up its seat at the 26-nation
Geneva Conference, is expected to
boycott the treaty.
It was not immediately known
if Communist China would adhere
to the convention.
The pact calls on the signatory
parties "never in any
circumstances to develop,
produce1 stockpile or otherwise
acquire or retain" biological

!~;

12-BxiO's in living color
with FREE ·wedding album

For only $BO.OO
on all weddings that are

tm

Up

T
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Th F'
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mest

Verno in white
and navy.

4V2·10, N & M,
18.95.

Jocare in
white or
sahara with
crepe soles.
4V2-10,
N &M,
18.95

0

Mo::>ndl\y, AprillO

Ed & Admin: Union, room 253:
noon·2 p,m.
President Heady; Union lobby;
1:3o-2:3o p.m.
La Societe du Cinema: Union
Theater; 3: 30.7·9 p.m.
Panhellenic Council; Union, room
230; 3:30..5:30 p.m.
Steering Conunittee; Union, room
231-A; 5:30.7:30 p.m.
'l'own Club: Union, room 250.B:
6-9:30p.m.
GSA; Union, :room: 129;7•10 p.m.
Town Club Pledges; Union, room
f5()-D; 7-0 ~.z.
·~
Students for Environmental
Action: Onion, room 231•D:
7:30.9:30 p.r:n.
UNM Ttttorin,.g Project: Union,
:room 230; 7:3G-10 p.m.
Kiva Club; International Center; 7

p.m.

Gingham
Nightgowns
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EUBAN~Itt

BLVD., N.E.
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meal
2937 Monte Vista NE

Fagittno in camel, fuscia or
yellow suede. 5-10, N & M, i9.95.

e.A Gourmet Menzt froffl....> Canterbury Chapel-- 425 University N.E.

Pink, Blue & Lilac

Sign of the Pampered 1\'!aiden

Courteous service witk
line of moun,.
taineering gear.

tt complete

ne

placed with us this month.
u!icr Includes:
• 4x5 of each brides tnaid and
maid of honor
• 4-ij of bride and groom together
• l'hctograph of bride furnished
by u; for local
at time of

Cl' b

Calling U l;

.

April's Specials

agents or toxins. A toxin is a
poisonous agent produced
through a biological or a
miqrobiological process.
The pact also calls on all parties
to destroy whatever reserves they
.may have of these weapons and to
pledge never to transfer them to
'other countries.
·
"' ·
The convention will
supplement the Geneva protocol
of 1925 which prohibited the use
in war of poisonous gas or
bacteriological weapons,
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There will be a meeting of all
those interested in the candidacy
of George McGovern Monday
night April 10 in th!;! Union room

Women's Shoes, East Entrance.
CORONADO CENTER: LOUISIANA & MENAUL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:30AM to
9 PM. SATURDAY, 9:30AM to 6 PM. SUNDAY, NOON to 5 PM. PHONE 298-8711.

Padded shoulders and

Waist strap, Reg. $27.99

McGovern Meeting

Amalfi sandals ... to make all walks down life's path a little less
cumbersome and a lot more comfortable.

Sfl Wyoming NE

CASA

Starting Mond~y April 1 0
through April 1!5 you may begin
ab&entee voting procedures at the
McGovern table in. the Union.

they're the talk. of the town!

WIRE

-~-~~

schools and the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Pueblo, Colo. as
coordinator of Parochial Music.
Madrid has bachelor and master
of music degrees from' the
University of Texas.

Absentee Voting

B

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Monday: Green Chili Chicken Enchiladas, Tossed Salad & Roll
Tuesday: Aubergine Beef, Salad & Roll
Wednesday: Creamed Ham with Almond and Asparagus,
Salad &Roll · ..".

Thursday: Canterbury Casserole, Salad & Roll
Friday: Curried Eggs with Shrimp Sauce,
Fruit Salad & Roll
Daily: Chili con carne & Roll .60c

for students, staff & faculty --- UNM Serving Time-· 12 noon - 1.·15 p.m.
Monday, April16, i972
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Talented AlUms, Varsity Prepare
For Annual Cherry-Silver Tilt

•

"'·

Nate the "Skate"

~

Pi Phi's Edge
Near Title

~

Makers of-Hand Mado
Indian Jewelry
OlDTOWN

Sideline tempers flated in a
penalty marred powderpuff
football gatne Sunday afternoon,
when the still undefeated Pi Phi's
romped over the crowd favo~ed
Alpha Chi's 14·0.
The Pi Phi's, charged with nine
penalties to the Alpha Chi's one,
fought the to~gh Alpha Chis to a.
stand·off until three minutes
remained. Halfback, Susan
Johnson broke the rJirection of
the gamtl by relaying the ball to
the goal line in a 60-yard scamper
on a power left.
Halfback Wendy Dodds gained
the extra point on the same play
to the right,
Taking to the air, the Alpba
Chi's were stopped again by the
lithe Wendy Dodds intercepting
their Plll!S to run 20 yards for a
touehdown, The extra point
failed, although the Pi Phi's gained
an extra paint on penetration.
In other games, the strong Chi
Otnega team beat the formerly
undefeated Alpha Delta Pi's who
were hoping for a chance at the
league title. Jo Long, the Chi
Omega's special halfback, ran for
two touchdowns while Nikki Fails
btought in the third.
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Halfback Nate McCall will be one of the
potent weapon$ the alumni team will havll
come Saturday against the Lobo vmsity,
Joining Nate in the starting alum backficld
will be Rocky Long, Larry Korpitz, and SllDl
Scarber. The contest iS' expected to be a
close one, due to the enormous talent on
this yelll''s alum team,
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Ql)uurtrrs
Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks

BBQ Ribs
(ancl your
favorite tlrinlts)
905 Yale S.E.

We Care
About Our CUstomers

SAVE MONEY!
COMPARE
BEFORE
YOU

BOOKS

BUY

·w

BOOKS, BOOKsj
umt PROffSSQ{ ,
WOKCENreR .
FAIR PLAZA .

Open Mon.·Wed.-Fri. till9:00
7611 Menaul NE 296-6978

lOMAS &SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon.•Frl. lOom-9 pm
Sat. 10 om-5 p:n
Sun. lpm~ pm
..

1lli

...

•

•

toe ortoal pato
Platzs atld Arra11ges
Beautifitl Weddings
Proper planning saves money, time and worry.
We also offer the Southwest's finest selection of

WEDDING INVITATlONS,
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND OTHE:R
BRIDAL STATIONERY NEEDS • , • and
help you dtoose correct form and wording.

Brochure on request

r.'TY""' 1.96-$4.84-
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By TOM RElCHERT
The annul!! Cherry-Silver
football game is slated for
Saturday afternoon at University
Stadium and all indications point
for an extremely close contest.
Most of the seniors who led
New Mexico to a 10-2 conference
$late over the past; two years will
be suiting up for the alumni,
which must certainly have Lobo
head mentor Rudy Feldman
worried.
Feldman's 1972 version of
Lobo football has been plagued
by injuries, illnesses, and
inexperience throughout spring
ball, another rea$on for giving the
alums a fighting chance in
Saturday's tussle.
The alumni r()ster will include
the likes of Rocky Long, Tod
Klein, Tom Walker, Brad Bramer,
John Sbipkowski, Nate McCall,
Larry Korpitz, Herman
Freden~rg, and Bob Gaines f.rom
the WAC second place 1971 team.
Pro Stars
Pro stars Paul Stnith (Denver
Broncos), Rodney Wallace (DaliM
Cowboys}, and Sam Scarber will
also add luster to the Alumni
roster.
The Lobo footballers will be
led by standouts Fred Henry and
John Urban. Halfback Henry is
the holder of UNM's all-time
single season rushing mark and hM
been an integl.'al part of the
second ranked nationally J;ushing
mlll'k of the Big Red Running
Machine the past two seMons.
All-WAC tackle John Urban is
another principal reason for the
success of the Lobo offensl'.
Called by Coach Feldman, "the
best blocking lineman we have
llW•r h~o at New Mexico." Urban
haJ;; been having an exceptional
spring campaign.
But, true to form it seems for
this spring, both Urban and Henry
have fallen to the injury bug that
has felled a great deal of Lobos.
Although Henry may not be at
full speed for the game, both
players will be suited up. The
Alamogordo Antelope has been

bothered by a pulled ham~tring
this spting.
Urban's injury occurred,
surprisingly, off the playing field.
The Chicago native and tackle
Geo~;ge Oakes were engaged in a
spirited game of hiindball about
two weeks ago when. Oakea
accidentally stepped on John's
foot, The blow .;mused Urban to
miss two practicqs and he is just
now regaining full speed.
Huge Injury List
Henry and Urban joined an
injury list that already bordered
on the critical. Freshman
halfbacks Carlos McCall and Jim
Beyers, hoth vying .for the slot
alongside Henry, have been
sidelined. Starting offensive guard
Mike KubQwicz hM a neck injury.
Defensive lettermen Lou
Heckroth and Paul Sitkowski have
sustained .knee injuries, At leMt
10 other players have missed most
of spring ball to to injuries. Coach
Feldman also had to postp:one a
few practices because the flu bug
hit the gridders.
UNM will field 44 healthy
players come Saturday, however.
Some players to keep an eye on
will be Urban's running mate at
tackle, Ron Kohl, an All·WAC
candidate. Fullback Rich Diller,
who enjoyed a fitte sophomore
season, retnains the starting
fullback. Diller's backup man,
Tony LetuligMenoa, has been
moved to linebacker to shore up
the depth there.
Lettermen George Oakes, Steve
Bradshaw (who41 s had an
outstanding spring), Larry
Dibbles, Dan Spriggs, Howard
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Turns Bacl<. Kirtland

Sm,iding, Olman,
Pace Tracksters

lrl

333 Wvominl!' Blvd. i>iE
255·59llr
Free Estimates

TA!ll'Yl

.J.. '\.1 J. .1. .1. .1. .I. >.;;J

Coach Joe Ferguson's injuty
plagued tennis squad came back
from a winless road trip to defeat
Kirtland Air Force Base 6-0 on
the UNM courts Saturday without
the benefit of their top three
players.
Jim Mitchell, the Lobo's no. 1
player, did not compete in the
match with Kirtland as Ferguson
allowed him to stay in California
after the Lobos' road trip there.
UNM's sma11 track delegation
"They (Kirtland Air Force
fared well over the weekend in the Base) Mked to play our second
TexM Relays1 but the big story t.eam," Ferguson said. "We didn't
was a world record in the pole want to play our top men."
vault by Swede Kjell Isaksson.
UNM couldn't have played
lsaksson set his world record their top men, at leut they
with a vault of 18-1, in the 45th wouldn't have been playing at 100
Texas Relays.
per cent strength, even if it
New Mexico's top performance wanted to. Tim Russall is out with
came hom Swedish javelin torn ligaments in his hip. The no.
thrower Per Eric Smiding who set 2 Lobo suffered the injury on the
a school record in winning the west coast during the match with
javelin. His distance was 260·11. California.
That throw broke the old school
Also injured is Dick Maguire,
record of Ake Nllssoon by three who is recovering f.rom a chest
feet.
operation. Maguire was able to
Kenth Ohman placed third in play by the end of the road trip,
the intermediate hurdles with a but was forced to serve
time of :51.2. It was Ohaman's underhanded.
best titne of the year.
Injuries Hurt
The Lobo All-American
"Yes, we had a tough time with
two•rnile relay team garnered a injuries in California, •• Ferguson
fourth place with a time of said. "We had one man who
7:31.8. UNM's split times were: couldn't run and another one who
Mal;t Henry, .1:53.3, Gary couldn't raise his arm.''
Easterly, 1~52.0, Bob Dooley,
"We're hoping that Russell will
1:52.8, and Reid Cole, 1:53.7.
be ready when we play Arizona
Coach Hugh Hackett's two (April 15 at UNM courts),"
other performen failed to place .in continued the coach. "Maguire
the top six. School record holder will play but I don't know if he'll
Ingemar Nyman failed to place be ready to serve overhand or
with a 6-10 effort in the high not...
jump. Ittgem~ Jernberg, another
There were only four singles
school record bolder, cleated 16·0 matches and two doubles matches
in the pole vault, where Isaksson (instead of six at1d three) in the
set his world mark.
UNM-Kirtland contest. Peter
The Lobo track team travel& to Arndt, a freshman from Australia,
Arizotla State on Saturday for a was moved into the no. 1 slot
mel'!t with the Sun Devils.
where he easily defeated
~·~-;:;;-.~====:;~;;;;;;;;;;;;l. Kirtland's
top tnan Ken Summers,
6•2, 6·1.
, Hernando Agui~e whitwashed
' his man, 6·0, 6-0, in no. 2 si11gles.
Also winning. were Jean Boulle,
6·1, 7·5, and Eric Cullen, 6·2, 2·6,
6·2. The Aguirre·Arndt and
Cullen-Mike Resta teatns won the
Repair li: :\laintenancc
on all foreign cars

GJoreign Car Specialis1s

Wa~e, Don Dungan, and FredRatzlaff, will anchor the defense
against tha potent alumni attack.
Wjsltbone Attack
The alumns will open with a
wishbone offense to test the Lobo
defenders. All time total offense
leader Rocky Long will be the
starting signal caller and joining
him in the backfield will be his
former teammates La~y Korpitz,
Nate McCall and Sam Scarber.
This unit will be tough to stop
because of its expllrience and skill
and the line that will be opening
up holes for it.
The alumni offensive line has a
pro or potential pro at every
position. Starting gulU'ds Brad
Bramer and Tom Walker are both
tr:ving out for Canadian ball.
Tackle John Shipkowski will be
joining Cowboy Rodney Wallace
(tackle) for a tryout with the
world champions. Center Tod
Klein has been invited to the
camp of the Kansas City Chiefs.
It's obvi()us the Lobo defense
will really be put to the test,
something that ba$n't happened
the past two years in the
Cherry·Silver game.
Lobo boosters are making an all
out effort to attract a crowd of
upwards of 20,000 .l\.1t' lht: 1:30
p.m. kickoff. Tickets will be sold
on a first come-first serve basis
with adults admitted for $1,
Children, junior high and under,
will be charged only 25 cents. In
addition, tickets ar~ being
donated to various youth groups
around the city to spur interest in
this year's team.

doubles matches in straight sets.
Record Stands 7 ·6
The victory brought UNM's
season record over the .500 mark
to 7-6. Five o£ those loslles took
place on the west coast, but
considering the team's injuries,
Ferguson was not too
disappointed.
"The California teams are
e:rcceptio~al," pointed out
Ferguson. "The Univenity of
California wouldn't play us for
years, but now that they have a
good team they do."
"I'd have io say tha.L Stanford
has the best team in the country,"
added the coach. "They were
second in the NCAA
championships two years in a row, ·
you know!'
As far as the WAC tournament
is concerned (May 12·13)
Ferguson sees Utah, which beat
the Lobos 8-1, as the best team.

FAMOUS BRANDS
NOT AlLOWED TO ADVEI!.!ISE NAM[S
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Top Ranked Devils Sweep Lobos Easily
New Mexico Ends Disastrous Road Trip on losing Note
By Greg Lalire
Swan went the distance allowing three hits inch1ding' a tripl5' and
Coach Bob Leigh's baseball¢rS but four singles.
Fit:ilgerald stroked two smgles,
UNM's big inning game in the while the rest of the Lobo line-up
moved ove~ from California to
Arizona on Friday to take on si:xth when they cut the ASU lead failed to reach base by way of a
Arizona. State, which boasted a 1;Q 4·3 by picking up two runs. hit,
34·3 record and ranked as the Dennis Mernick and Hank Garcia
A I :a a ll n i s t e r , AS U 's
numbe:~: one baseball team of the both singled then came home on All·Americall shortstop, slamm~d
nation , .• in collegiate ball that Sain's three-base error on a fly to his third two-run HR of the ser1es
is.
rightfield by Dan Fitzgerald. in the game (he had two
On Sunday, Leigh's squad made However, Swan held the Lobos In rol.ind·trippets on Friday) to give
thlil long trip from Phoenix to check the rest of the way 'while ~awford all the runs he needed.
AlbuquerqMe, leaving the Sun the Sun Devil hitters went to Second baseman Ken Reed went
Devils with a 37·3 mark and an work in the seventh and eighth.
5-for 5 in the game.
.
Crawford Shines
The Lobos were never in
enhanced number one position.
UNM was defeated decisively
Pitcher Crawford picked up Saturday night's game. Ron Adair,
on Friday, 10·3, and then were on where Swan left off, and he never UNM's third·gl!me pitcher, was
the shol."t end of two more routs stopped until the game was over. jumped on early. Adair gave up
in a day·night doubleheader on In blanking the Lobos on slx runs in the first four innings
Satllfday. The Lobos lost in the Saturday, Crawford had trouble while his teammates were busy
daytime 9·0 and in the ·nighttime with only two UNM hitters-Ron putting zeroes on the scoreboard.
by an 11·4 margin. There is little Adair and ~Ji,'i.t~.!Je.~ald.
had
UNM scored two runs ag!!inl>t
difference between day and night
. z. ,
when playing ASU.
~' '
-·:~{·~;~
The highlight of the series never
came about as the Arnie
Marzullo-Eddie Bane match-up
did not materialize, Arnie
Marztdlo, the ace of the Lobo
staff, pitched unspectaculady in
the first game and lost, Eddie
Bane, the ace of the Sun Devil
staff, pitched unspectacularly in
the second game and won.
Star Pitchers Hit
Marzullo worked seven innings,
allowed thirteen bits, five runs (3
earned), ~nd had only one
·strikeout. Bane pitched the
complete game in the night
contest despite allowing ten hits
and four runs (3 emned).
Sun Devil senior Jim Crawford
took the spotlight in the
three-game series as. he defated
Marzullo by pitching five-hit
shutout ball and striking out 14
Lobos. The shutout was Lhe nillLh
of Crawford's successful career at
Arizona State, and this tied the
school :record.
In sweeping the three game set,
ASU amMsed 40 hits to the Lobos
19 and outscored UNM by a 30 to
7 co1mt. These losses combined
with six out of seven defeats in
California left the slumping Lobos
with a 20·15 season mark.
After an exhibition game <t~
a11ainst the Albuquerque Dodge~s
thi:s Thursday at the Sports
Stadium, the Lobos head back to \
Arizona again. Their opponent in ~
another three game series next
weekend will be the University of
Arizona, another member of the
Southern Division of the WAC.
Relievers Falter
Lobo centerfielder Dennis Mernick
The Lobos were in Friday's
showed his versatility during the recent road
game until the seventh inning.
trip by playing third base, due to an injury
Lobo relievers, Ric.!{ Ko~h and Bill Versatile Mernick
to Ron Adair. Mernick, a junior from Dupo,
Irwin, combined to start the
ID., hu been the Lobos lead"'ff hitter this
bottom of the eighth with fout
year and a top base stealer.
walks, while only getting one Sufi - - - - - - - - - - - - Devil out. The last base or. balls
brought in an ASU run. It sent the
XEROX COPYING
Arizona school ahead G-3 and sent
SERVICE
lnvin to the bench in favor of Jim.
We operate the machines
Weber.
Weber was touched for a
and guarantee clean sharp
two-run single by John Sain and
copies.
gave up an additional run on ASU
Choice of Paperpitcher Craig Swan's successful
Student Discount
sq_ueeze bunt. The runs were
DAY & NIGHT
charged to Koch and Irwin, but
PRINTERS
.
Weber proceeded to give up two
tallies of his own in the eighth to
266~2424 • 2220 Central SE
make t11e finall0-3.
Let us quote your next printing
job.
Joe Waid, Lobo starter, took
the loss as he gave up four tuns i."1
Across from Yale Park
less than five innings of pitching.

"'"·"· · ..........-.-..~ ....... .c".;~,-

.. -......

t~;,'

""""""' ...

Crawi"ord and Swan both moved
their records to 8·1, while Bane
registered his seventh win without
a loss despite a sub par
performance for him.
:aannister led all hitter~; with his
7-for·10 perforinan<:e. Along with
his three HR's, the star ~hortstop
knocked in eight runs, one more
than UNM's three·game tQtal.
Adair topped UNM hitters with
a 4-for·7 showing. Fib.:gerald had
two hits, but nO othRr member of
Coach Leigh's squad could pick
up more than one series hit.
Arizona State will be at the
Sports Stadium on April 28-29.

1256-~518
Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.
1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Student Auto
Insurance

•'

Special Rates For:·
I. Drivers Under 25·
2.- Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available .

\256-3518\

I

Experienced Handling ol
Hard fo Place lnst~rance

'

~
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French 10-Speed
Stive $10.00
Build your own
$89.95

I
I

Monday, April 10, 1972

JOHN ROBERTS

RING DAY

TODAY &
TOMORROW
unm bonhstore
..

I

842-9100

of

new
•
mexteo
.
rtng

•

THE BIKE SHOP
823 Yale SE

the
1
university

~ Sandwich Shop .·lloi~W?i-,~aj-~E: ~
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Bane in the fifth, but Sun Devil
hitters put together a five-run
llCVenth to put the game way out
of reach. 'I'wo Lobo tallies in the
ninth made the finalll-4.
Stewart Stars
The Lobo!! picked up 10 hits
off Bane, compared to their tot11l
of nine over the first two contests.
Gary Stewart, UMM's Jeftflelder
rapped out three hits, and
Fitzgerald bit a triple:-UNM's
only extra bMe hit in the game.
By I osi ng in the series
Marzullo's and Adair's records
both <lropped to 6·3 while Waid's
dipped to 4·3. On the other side,

Assembled & Tuned
$99.95
Center pull Wieman brakes

Huret..Allvit Gearing
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Art Department Schedules Indian Art Symposium
Involve Whole Community With Concerns We Face
The UNM art department will
host a major two-day symposium
this month op. Indian Art and
regionalism in art.
Two national art world experts
will'be featured guests.
Called Symposium I 1972, the
event will begin April 27.
It was made pos8ible because of
an anonymous gift to the
department, said Leonard Lehrer,
chairman.
The donor said, "The intent of
this gift is to assist in establishing
a lecture program which hopefully
will create a greatel." awareness of
the activity of the art depattment
within the university and the
Albuquetque community."

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 'lc 11er word, 20 word minimum {$1.40) per time run, If i!d fa to
run fivt> or :mol;'e consecutive days with
no change~~ the rate Is reduced to 5c
per wo:rd and the :minimum ~umber of
words to 10,

The noted speakel:s for the
symposium will be Norman Feder
and Harolcl Rosenberg.
Feder is curator of American
Indian and Native Arts at the
Denver Art Museum and also is in
charge of the African and Oceanic
collections.
Indian Art
He is author of "American
Indian Art,. (Abrams, 1971) and
he organized the exhibition and
wrote the catalogue for the
Whitney Museum of American Art
exhibition last year called 4'Two
Hundred Years of North
American Indian Art."
Lehrer said this New York City
exhibition was the major display

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
20G, aft.;rnoons p:rderab!y or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be :made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5) FOR SALE

WANTED TO RENT: ho11•e or npt. for
two adults & two children within walking
distance of UNM. June 1 to August or
Part thereof, Write to Prof. Ken Rosen,
English Dept,, Dickin11on College, Carlisle,
4/21
Penn. 17013.
ANYONE WISHING to take Optometry
College admi881ons test In New Mexico
pleu calll!tiii-lllio!i,
4/14
HOROSCOPES Interpreted by appointment. Call The Albuquerque A11tro!ogy
Center, 294-5800, }>rices begin at $3.00.
4/13
HELP I HELP I HELP I A crazy bunch
of young pretty girl~ needs tutoring in
all areas. Pleue help us! Just call 277•
3511 and ask for Barbara Parker or
Ja'let Vaught-or come to 2600 Central
SE, second floor, acroaa from Johnson
Gym,
4/19
TRANSIT: havjng a hard Ume? D;;g
C".llunRt>llng and Jntormation. Call 277·
6342, Mesa Vfata 1056. Sun-Thun., 6·12
Frl. and Sat. 7-2.
'1/2
AGORA-We have found many studenta
u11lng AGORA. They talk about problems
ot all kinde: the mO!It Important and
leut Important you can think of. We
have dl88eminated Information from
drugs U! desrrce requirementa. And occuionally we have actually helped people through crlliCl!. Use UIJ if you need
us. 277·3013, NW corner Mesa V!Jita. tfn
IF INTERESTED In study and practf~
of Buddhlat phl1010phy, phone 266·2839,
4/12
ASTROLOGICALLY SPEAKING, look to
the !!tars U! ftnd your ~oul-mate. 2664/12
8379, 107 Glrartl SE.

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND: Set of keys on ring east of Yatoka JtaJJ (on lawn). Claim at Rm. 206
Journal11m.
4/14
FOUND: Set of keys on ring In Yale Park.
Claim at Rm. 205, Journali~m.
4/H
LOST: PAIR OF 'MEN'S PRESCRIP·
TION WIREPRAME GLASSES near
Yale Park. If found pkue contatt
JllJ!tln at 201 Columbia, apt. 5, 2662234, Thank you.
T,O!;T OR FOUND-A~N~A-N,_IM......,.A_L_'l_C~a-11
Animal Humane AIIIOCiatlon. 266·6523.
ten
3) SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH SO
COPIE9-=otr-aet Drf:l!ll. Special student
rate of $14.50 ($11,60fo r original onl)').
Call 2116·8761 lor appointntent-Mr, Patterson.
tfn
JOBS ar available at national_ park!!, hotel!,
& rCl!ort areM around the U.S. thtOJ sum•
mer. We will only be abl U! hardle the ft111t
100 l'Pllt'!l. Mall $2 to Aetian For Studmu,
Box 2392, Muncie, Indiana 47802 for In·
formation, It you are not IUilong the ft111t.
100 w write. your $2 will be refundd. 4/10
BW. COLOR TV REPAIR I &!rvtce call
$2.50. Studmt dbtount I 268-4589. 4/12
FLIGHT INSTRUCTlON-cESSNA 150,
Dual $16 Ptt hr. Solo $111ler hr. Cherokee 140, Dual $18 ner hr. Solo $13 per
hr. Call Jim, 8_42-9332.
-4/12
UNM GRAD STUDENT doel good tuneuiiil :or ;:;. Intluilttt liming,. earh adjtllltnlent, Installation and gauginrf . of
poinbl,_ condenser, and plu~r~J, Other
work done chMP lncludCI!I Installation of
JJhotks ($2 eath), waterpwnps, and
other mtmdane tohores that service sta•
tion!l rJp you otf for. Grant. Box 4175,
Station A, 81~06.
tfn
PASSPORT, IMl'dlGRATION, IDENTIFlC~TION photo. Fll!lt. innpen!IIVto,
plea!!JI!Jt• Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or
come U! 1717 Gfrard Dlvd. NE.
4/28

t<•on RENT
nus1NF:sswt.oc:AT1oN
ifi o£itTow:N
wlll rent room!l In Showroom for display
41

l!n•l ""111"~ f'f '!l'!i!'!' "!'nftu,'n•k
7662 or 344·3657.
' -- -· ·

('all ;2.!9-

·-

6)

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME HELP WANTED for awnmtt
4 faD, Call 842-8560.
4
HELP WANTED 'MALE-Part timemutt be over 21 yn. old. Apply SaveWay Llquortl, 6704 Lomas Blvd. NE.
4/10
FLOWERS 'MAKE THE DAY BEAUTIFUL-Sell ftowm-good pay-118 Yale
SE. 266·1011.
Un
PART·TIME JOD AVAILABLE now,
train for full time during aummer.
FrCl!b:man preferred. App]y_Der Wiener•
schnitzel, 4201 Central NE or 5801
___!!enaul NE.
.C/12
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTsAu!>tralla, Euro;:~, S. America, AfrJca,
etc. All proff:l!llbna and occupations,
$700 to $3,000 :monthly. Expense~ paid,
'"'""'"'"" •1~1 f,._ln!l' FT~ fnfnrm11tlon
Write Jobs Overseaa, Dept. K9, P.O.
Box 16071, San Diego, CA 92115 4/2'1
7)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Beat the· Parking
Hassle
Ride The Bus

...................................................................................................................
CLASS S'CHEDPLE REVISIONS

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO
OFFICE OF ADHISSIONS AND RECOUDS
Action

Col. Dept. Course
lie.:. No. & Sect.

:'1ATll & STATISTICS
Chg,
320 162
01
01
Chg.
320 1G3
320 163
Cl.g.
01
01
320 163
Cl.g •

131

OUl
003
005

SEt1ESTER I 1972-73

Course Title

Cr.

April 10, 1972
lnstr. Day & Time

No l~oot );ote
No r'oot ~·ote
No Foot 1\oi:c
No Foot Hote

ACCO'Gl;TING
Add
02
046 502 002 ACCT HGl•IT INF I 03 S tof.L
Btudents '1:·7anting 502 should register for section 002.
Due to a time conflict section 001 ~·7ill be C[lncelled.
Bl!SINESS

c:

0500-0615

PH

Al)HlNISTHA'l'IVE SCIENCES

Ad~

T T
050 486 002 Nl(TG LOGSTCS
03 S tafZ
03
Students 't•mnting 486 should register for section 00?.
Due to a time conflict section 001 't·1ill be cancelled.

0330-0L~l:·5

CIVIl,
Chg
04
LJ.OO 104 .. 'fhe Section numbers listed in the Schedule of
Classes are out of order. C E 104-001 is listed t'I:•Jice. '£he second
listing should be 104-002, then in secuence, cl1ange: the old 104-002
to lOt;.-003, Old 10/t-003 to OOL:., old 104-004 to 005, old lOL~-005 to
006, old 104-~c· ~~ r01, olJ 1C4-007 to 008, old 104-00R to 009,
old 104-009 to 010, old lOl:.-010 to 011.

MISCELLANEOUS

$285 JET ROUND TRIP TO LONDON
from Albuquerque. June 15-&pt. 1 and
.June 2s-.Tuly 27, ln!ormatlon: Atademy
of International StudleJJ,1308 Don Diego,
Santa Fe, N.M. 87601,
4/19
BACK ISSUES of the New Me.xlco Dally
Lobo may be purchll!led tor lOe at the
Student Publlcatlon!l BlllllnCI!II Olllcee,
Journalaam Building, Room 206.

Ol~<

soo

455

001

FI!J.TI.}1ACY
C1 g.
09

376

!...75

001

Add

LOBO

I

03
to

Ql, C;redit F0t1rs

. CLA§§!FKED

ADVERTISING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

-4/G

51 FOR SALE
10GG VOLKSWAG~N, rl!bullt en~lne, nw
tl!l!il• metallic b~tte, :Ken, 268-87'13. . 4/14
MALE i>tiPli:irlS-c;)m;tGeman Sh~-vherd
mlx. 277·294.5 from I :30 to 3:30, 808·3361
~m5:30 to 9:30'M·Th·F._
4/14
l!H.!! . FORD hnlf.tcn l!lekun. Run!! na
battery. $50. 1111 1,~ Columbia SE a!ter 5.
... .
4/14
BASIC Jt t.'~m!llcte line organic products.
PJ(!a<~e caU243·4G04 afternoon~. .
. 4/14
VW DUG tfll'i4. New pelnt. 5flilOO mf. $595.
2!l9·Git7G. 1113 WCl!tc!rfleld .NE,
4/14
TUXEDO: eoat 311'~ lo~g~ 1111~~-34- owalst, 30
fnat>am. Al~o quit & mise. pllnt!!. 8301 Dellwood Rd, NE alter 6:30,
4/10
l9GG VW, new nalnt1 tlr~, battery, ~hrome
rhn!. $800. 2G5-411uo.
4/U
Oi'iTDooR LEA':rHER GEAR: blk~ hat!!,
v~ors, knap8ael«<, &hort!!, and !landals at
THE LEATliERBACK 'rUR'rLE, 2!133
Monte VIsta NE at Central and 'Girard.
tfn
'GG VW DUS. RebuiUmotor, ceiling !an,
radio, luggage raek. Best or!er. 299·8148.
4/10
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BICYCLE: Three speed woman's Schwinn.
Great condition. $40. 298-26:;10.
4f~~
NEW &: USED MUSICAL INSTRU·
MENTS &: RECORDS. Brothers Music,
18:;11 Centrnl NW. 242·3745,
4/13
LOOMS Red Oak, 36s &: 45s, by experienced loom builder. Good buys. Don, 265·
7921.
4/13
CHINESE PEOPLES' CAPS: Imported
from Maobit China. $4.60. FOOL'S
~_!\DISE,119 4th NW.
.C/13
1961 PONTIAC TEMPEST: runs. $100. u
Is. Ph. 842·8967.
4/13
HANDMADE LEATHER PANTS. Cus·
tom. $56 U! $65, 262·5894.
tfn
SANDALS: All alzf:!SJ handtooled at the
right price ••• THE LEATHERBACK
TURTLE, 2933 Monte VIsta NE. tfn
FIELD JACKETSe..MEXICAN FEASANT
BLOUSES & Dl\iLL BOTTOM PANTS
only $6 each. N~w •llllJillCllt of bool:b;;o,
$2.98 at Une!e Sa~'•• 111 Harv~rd. -4_!!!
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT, Save
40 per cent- Dlamonda and custom
banda. Charlie Romero-344-6349.
4/9
30 USED PORTABLE TV'a. $30-$60, 441
WyoTi~sr~.~· 255·5987.
5/2
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student
dlseount on everything in atore. Dark·
room auppllea, ftlm, chemicals, protesa•
lng, Southern Exp011ure LTD,, 2318 Cen•
tral acron from Yale Park.
tfn

Also UNM is unique because
of Indian art in the United States December. He th~n set up a
committee of himself and Charles "we Uve side·by·side with other
for the past several years.
Rosenberg is the art critic for Mattox and Douglas George to cultures which have their own
The New Yorker magazine and determine how the department type of art form," he added.
author of several books including, could best use the gift in the
Thus, the concern with India~ art.
''Artworks and Packages," "The manner specified.
One of the goals of this area
Tradition of the New" and "The
"Our intent was to involve the
will
be t.r:ying to focus in on
Anxious Object."
whole community with some of
concerns of how Indian art relates
Since the 1930s his work has the c.oncerns we face," he said,
Since New York City is the to 20th Century art, Lehrer aaid.
appeared in numerous 'leading
He also said the symposium
literary and art reviews. In 1966 mecca of the contemporary art
hopefully
can become an annual
he went to the University of scene, the problem of regionalism
Chicl!-go as ptofessor of the needed to be dealt with, Lehrer event with different topics each
year.
Committee on Social Thought. He explained.
subseuqently became a professor
~
of art there.
· Session one for the symposium
wUl lle ~t 8 p.m. April 27 in the
Kiva on campus. Feder will speak
on "The Acceptance of Indian Art
as Art" and Rosenberg will talk
on regionalism. Afterwards there
will be a question and answer
period.
Part Two
Exact fare
Part two will be 2:30 p.m.
April 28 in the Kiva. It will
Tokens
consist of an informal panel
discussion with Feder, Rosenberg
available on campus at
and several other invited guests
American Bank of
including members of the Indian
art community. The general topic
Commerce in the S.U.B.
will be "Indian Art Today."
Lehrer said the anonymous gift
for information on your bus route call 842-7830
came to the -department last-
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